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Britain is ill prepared for the Brexit trade negotiations. They will be gruelling,
tense and very complex - and the Prime Minister should re-think her tactics
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On June 24 2016 the world was surprised to learn that Prime Minister David Cameron, after losing the Brexit
referendum, did not have a Plan B.

Delegates from the EU Informal Summit gather for the family photo at the Grandmaster's Palace in Valletta, Malta,
during an informal summit.
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As a result, the decision by his successor, Theresa May, to call for time before invoking Article 50 was seen as wise: the
UK needed time and space to recover from the shock, to engage businesses in outlining the best options for its trade
relationship with the EU, and to prepare for the negotiations to come.

I have been directly involved in international trade negotiations myself. In my experience, any country approaching a
negotiation – especially a complex one such as Brexit – requires:

1) a trade policy with a clear understanding of offensive and defensive sectors according to long term strategic
objectives;

2) a team of skillful negotiators;

3) political masters who understand how negotiations work and open up the space for the negotiators to do their
jobs.

Progress has been made during the last nine months yet, for all the upbeat rhetoric from the Government and Brexiteers,
the UK is not even close to where it should be on any of these counts.

The UK’s plan for the forthcoming coming negotiations with the EU has not been disclosed. It is indeed highly unlikely
that such a plan even exists as the Government has not yet managed to define a UK Trade Policy.

A coherent Trade Policy requires deciding which sectors the Government will seek to protect, in relation to which
countries, which sectors should be defended at all costs, and which sectors may become the “price to pay” for wider
objectives. Without such a Trade Policy, any choices that the Government makes in the negotiations with the EU (or in
any other negotiations) will unavoidably result in a series of ad hoc decisions, rather than leading to long-term strategic
outcomes.

A Trade Policy requires honesty, to determine who will be the likely winners and losers in the short and long term. This
is an impossible task for a Government that refuses to even hint at the fact that there might be any losers in negotiations
with the EU for fear of failing to meet the hyper-optimistic threshold set by the extreme Brexiteers.

Progress has been made in setting up the negotiating teams, with negotiators brought together from various government
departments and also from other countries (even countries such as Australia and New Zealand with who the Government
also wants to negotiate).

However, with more than 300 posts as yet unfilled, and with some staff who in the past used to deal with minor EU
issues now rebranded as EU experts, indications are that there remain significant gaps in expertise.

And while some have been given training (mostly at “intermediate level” according to the government’s own tender
documents), many still do not have the skills needed to confront the formidable EU team with whom they will have to
negotiate.

Challenges are also apparent at ministerial level: from David Davis breezily claiming that the UK will enjoy the “exact
same benefits” from the single market after Brexit (something that is – even under the best possible agreement – simply
impossible), to the disclosure that the Government has not even bothered to conduct an analysis of the cost of relying on
WTO terms only, and Boris Johnson happily declaring that no deal would be “perfectly OK”. Officials are trying hard to
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get ministers up to speed. But many speak privately of the difficulty in presenting some ministers with an objective
analysis of pros and cons. As seen with the resignation of the former UK Ambassador to Brussels, Ivan Rogers, trying to
present a candid view to the Government can come at a high personal cost.

While all this looks messy, it can be sorted out with some additional time, allowing ministers to upgrade their skills,
negotiators to be recruited, training to be up-scaled, more technical work put into defining negotiating priorities and
costs, and so on. But there is something that cannot be fixed with time – and that lies at the very top of this undertaking,
with the Prime Minister.

International negotiations are not wars. They are processes whereby two parties agree on a deal only if both of them
believe that they are better off with said deal than they are today.

The Brexit negotiations are highly unusual since, uniquely, two parties will negotiate a trade deal where both realise they
will end up worse off than they are today. But regardless of the end point, trade negotiations are processes conducted by
people who need to create a positive dynamic among themselves. For negotiations to work it is imperative that political
bosses on both sides create a positive climate from the outset, providing negotiators with as much negotiating space as
possible to do their jobs. What the British Prime Minister has done so far, though, is exactly the reverse.

Any European that has observed the UK for the last nine months could be forgiven for being confused as to whether the
UK Government actually wants a deal with the EU at all. The Prime Minister has declared that no deal is better than a
bad deal even before the negotiations have begun.

She has threatened to punish the EU by setting up a low tax and low regulation area. She has even dared to threaten them
with the withdrawal of cooperation on defence.

And if that was not enough, she rushed to hold hands with a US President whose declared opinion is that the EU should
break up and whose best friend is one of the biggest Europhobes alive, Nigel Farage. Trying to generate a positive
negotiating dynamic against this background will be very challenging indeed.

One of the problems for the Prime Minister is that for all her barking, Europeans are well aware that most of these are
empty threats. When she threatens the possibility of no deal, she declares that the country will nonetheless be a “free
trade champion”, so the EU is reassured that it will encounter few trade barriers in the UK under even the worst scenario.

Also, any attempts to turn the UK into a low tax and regulation haven will encounter a strong defensive response from
the European side and also hit the UK’s public finances and the quality of public services even further, something that all
Europeans know the PM can hardly afford.

Europeans are also aware of the dangers that the Prime Minister faces within the UK. Her flat refusal to even consider
the proposal for the application of the Single Market to Scotland, as initially proposed by Nicola Sturgeon, has now led
to a possible second referendum on independence there. The UK, a country that on 23 June decided to put its whole
economy at risk on behalf of its national identity, is now seeing how that very national identity may be broken from the
inside as a result.

Many realise the Prime Minister desperately needs to buy time to get things off to a better start – hence all the focus from
businesses in the last few months on getting a transitional period agreed. That transitional period should keep things as
they are for a few years while she gets her teams up to speed and gives businesses enough time to adapt. But, here comes
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the next problem. The obvious way to obtain a transitional arrangement is for the PM to place the UK temporarily within
the European Economic Area until she has secured a replacement deal with the EU. By not doing so – and also refusing
to allow even a temporary role for the European Court of Justice after March 2019 - she has effectively blown that
chance. Even if the UK agrees to pay an extraordinary amount of money for access to the single market on current terms
for a few transitional years, access cannot be extended on those terms unless the European Court of Justice continues to
play the role it does today.

Most of the steps the Prime Minister has taken over the last nine months have made things worse – for Europe and for the
UK. She still has time to try to get to a better place, but that requires her abandoning her “because I say so” style and also
doing a u-turn on her position on the European Court of Justice, so that businesses and her own negotiating team have
time to adapt.

Tempting as it may be for her to continue projecting an image of immovable strength to gain domestic praise,
international deals are not made with rigid ultimatums and threats – they are made with flexibility and charm.

When approaching the Brexit negotiations the Prime Minister would be wise to remember that she is fighting for the
place in history that her predecessor could not achieve – not just for more praise on the front page of the Daily Mail.

• Miriam González Durántez is an international trade lawyer
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Prince Harry and Meghan Markle takes minds off Brexit - but not for long
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Quick trade deal with Trump would be a “non-starter” says nobel prize-
winning economist
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Do the clicktivists who enraged the Mail want to kill press freedom or create a
better media?

Impossible to reconcile leaving single market with frictionless border, warn
MPs
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Tories want to be seen as the ‘caring party’
Theresa May with members of her cabinet. Picture: Peter Nicholls/AFP/Getty Images
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Letters: Labour’s rabbits in headlights

Britain WILL meet its obligations built up as an EU member, says Brexiteer
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Chris Grayling

Channel Tunnel is a demonstration of what Europe can do
The Channel Tunnel at Folkestone is an example of what Europe can do. Photo: Archant
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Ministers could trigger new vote to avoid full release of secret Brexit papers

MPs left unimpressed by government’s handling of Urgent Question on
impact papers

Shadow Brexit Secretary Sir Keir Starmer in the House of Commons earlier this month (Picture: PA)
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Liam Fox uses trade visit to Australia to renew attacks on Remain voters

Government 'risks contempt of Parliament' over secret Brexit papers
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Collapse or retreat are the only options left for ministers
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Government finally hands over secret Brexit papers
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Ireland will have to pay for a post-Brexit border, says Labour Leaver Kate
Hoey
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Letters: Lies, damned lies and the Brexiters’ statistics
Nigel Farage and Jacob Rees-Mogg MP. (Photo by Dan Kitwood/Getty Images)
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Brexit’s real string-pullers are operating behind the scenes

Fox sparks more chaos over border row
International Trade Secretary Liam Fox in the House of Commons
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Cable: Brexit might not happen

Moore bad news for the Donald

Lib Dem leader Sir Vince Cable
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Rules row looms for May over transition period

Ireland's European commissioner urges May to change course on border
Brexit plan

Prime Minister Theresa May
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Australia attacks post-Brexit plan to share quotas for cheap food imports
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‘In my imagination, there is no complication...‘

The House of Commons. Picture: PA Images
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